RESOLUTION

RELATIVE TO THE TRANSFER OF $63,803 FROM POLICE DEPARTMENT ACCOUNTS 531-46030 “PROTECTIVE CLOTHING” ($22,848), 531-68020 “CARS, GROUP 1 DETECTIVE” ($7,803) AND 531-68025 “CARS, GROUP 2 PATROL” ($33,152) INTO ACCOUNT 631-11 “POLICE HVAC SYSTEM”

CITY OF NASHUA

In the Year Two Thousand and Four

RESOLVED by the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua that the sum of $63,803 be transferred from Police Department accounts 531-46030 “Protective Clothing” ($22,848), 531-68020 “Cars – Group 1 Detective” ($7,803) and 531-68025 “Cars, Group 2 Patrol” ($33,152) into account 631-11 “Police HVAC System” for the purpose of funding replacement of the HVAC system at the Nashua Police Department. The $22,848 from account 531-46030 is contingent upon the passage of R-04-70 “Relative to the acceptance and appropriation of funds in the amount of $23,836.64 obtained from the Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance into special revenue account 331-6299 “BJA 2004 Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant”.”
RESOLUTION: R-2004-71

PURPOSE: Relative to the transfer of $63,803 from police department accounts 531-46030 “Protective Clothing” ($22,848), 531-68020 “Cars, Group 1 Detective” ($7,803) and 531-68025 “Cars, Group 2 Patrol” ($33,152) into account 631-11 “Police HVAC System”.

SPONSOR(S): Alderman-at-Large James R. Tollner

COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENT:

FISCAL NOTE: This transfer will allow an equivalent reduction in the amount of the project bond.

________________________________

ANALYSIS

This resolution transfers the sum of $63,803 from various police department accounts into the “Police HVAC System” account. This transfer will result in an equivalent reduction in the amount of the bonding for the project. The $22,848 from account 531-46030 is contingent upon the passage of R-04-73 “Relative to the acceptance and appropriation of funds in the amount of $23,836.64 obtained from the Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance into special revenue account 331-6299 “BJA 2004 Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant””. NRO Sec. 2-798 (h) provides that “when proposed legislation to transfer or reappropriate a particular appropriation or portion thereof has had its first reading, such funds shall not be expended or transferred while the legislation is pending”.

Approved as to content: Financial Services Division

By: __________________________

Approved as to form: Office of Corporation Counsel

By: __________________________

Date: June 2004